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On the Ground 

• More often than not, there is untapped potential for 
win-wins between livestock production and con- 
servation. On the other hand, it is impossible to 

achieve every objective everywhere, all the time. 
Sometimes the tradeoffs are real. 
• We need to spend less time searching for general 

rules and more time embracing the complexity and 

context-dependence within rangeland science. 
• Rather than writing off findings that do not fit our 

current worldview, we should challenge ourselves 

to broaden our views in ways that reconcile multi- 
ple findings or multiple truths. It is possible we are 

all partly or mostly right, and we just need to figure 

out why, how, and in what contexts. 
• There is value in doing research in a way that fo- 

cuses on really listening to and respecting multiple 

perspectives so that the results we produce not 
only qualify as facts, but also as truths that many 

people can buy into and get behind. 
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ntroduction 

Someone once told me that if you do not change your mind
bout something important every 10 years, you are stagnating
s a human being. What you change your mind about cannot
e something small. It has got to be something fundamental,
omething all your friends know about you. In other words,
o keep growing as humans, we must transform. 
42 
In my own life and career, one of my goals has been to
tay fiercely open-minded and be ready for transformation.
 have always been tempted to resist categories, to zoom in
t the boundaries and search for gradients and complexity.
ere, I am going to tell you three stories about things I have

hanged my mind about in my relatively short ( ∼15 year) ca-
eer. I hope these stories will engage your curiosity or spark
 discussion with your colleagues. I also hope these ideas will
oint to some strategies for moving through the controversies
nd challenges that face the rangeland community. 

alse dichotomies 

I am going to tell you something I really do not want you
o know about me. But I put the word “humility” in my title,
o this is where I have to start. I grew up in suburbia. I did not
ttend FFA—I did not even know what FFA was. My great
ncle ran a small family dairy farm in upstate New York, so
 thought all cows lived in big red barns with kittens in the
oft. I knew wild animals lived in zoos and national parks, and
ther places where there were no people. I am telling you this
ecause I want to emphasize that the people who work in or
tudy rangelands come from a wide variety of backgrounds
nd perspectives. I am also telling you because, growing up in
uburbia, I decided I was going to save all the world’s beauti-
ul and diverse plants and animals from the rampant destruc-
ion of humankind. In the years since, several experiences have
roadened my perspective on conservation. 

I studied abroad in Botswana during college. Near the end
f the semester, my class took a trip to the central Kalahari,
here we saw vast landscapes filled with thriving plants and
ildlife. During the drive, we stopped in a village and were

ntroduced to a community of indigenous S ̄an people. We
earned that these people were being forced to leave their
omelands and livelihoods, which existed within the bound-
ries of the Central Kalahari Game Reserve.1 , 2 Something
truck me as fundamentally wrong about that situation. Why
id the area have to support either humans or wildlife? We
ad just seen humans and wildlife not just surviving together
ut also thriving together. Removing people from the game
eserve created a false dichotomy with negative ethical and
xistential implications for both the community we met and
lso humans at large, because as a species, we have historically
ived in nature, rather than separated from it. 
Rangelands 
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That experience started me down the path of studying 

lant ecology and conservation in working landscapes. I soon 

ealized that the same issues and false dichotomies have 
ong challenged, and are still challenging, people who live 
ith wildlife in rural places all over the wor ld, inc luding in

he United States. This was my first transformation—from 

saving nature” to balancing conservation with livelihoods in 

orking landscapes. Many of us working in rangeland man- 
gement and rangeland science are working hard on this. We 
now we cannot meet our goals for conservation or for pro- 
uction and livelihoods by separating people and wildlife. 

I started to work on livestock production and conserva- 
ion issues in Kenyan savannas. At some point, I realized I 
ad transformed into a rangeland ecologist. One thing I love 
bout rangelands and rangeland ecology is that, by definition,
hey include humans and management decisions. Ecology is 
lready complex, but when you add in the complexity of land 

anagement and human decision-making, it gets even more 
nteresting. In Kenya, people had been managing livestock 

n the context of diverse wildlife assemblages for quite some 
ime. As I studied interactions among plants, livestock man- 
gement, and wildlife there, I learned there could be power- 
ul win-wins between livestock production and conservation.

ore often than not, there is untapped potential for win-wins 
n certain places, at certain times, or at certain scales. However,
 also learned that win-wins are not always possible. Some- 
imes, the trade-offs are real. It is generally true that you can- 
ot achieve every objective everywhere, all the time. 

In Kenya I studied temporary cattle corrals, or bomas. In 

astern and southern Africa, herders have for centuries been 

eeping livestock in thorn-fence bomas at night to protect 
hem from predation and theft ( Figure 1 ).3 , 4 Livestock graze 
n areas around the boma during the day. Traditional bomas 
ange from 10 to > 100 m (32.8 to > 328 feet) in diameter
nd are used for months or years before being abandoned.5 , 6 

he accumulated dung layer, which can be more than 50 cen- 
imeters (0.33 feet) deep, results in large amounts of nitrogen,
hosphorus, organic carbon, and other nutrients being con- 
entrated at abandoned sites.5 , 7 , 8 I want to stress that the con- 
entration of livestock does not somehow magically create a 
utrient-rich, productive site—livestock are removing nutri- 
nts from the surrounding area and concentrating them into 

ne place. After abandonment, bomas develop into ecological 
otspots characterized by high nutrient availability, high pro- 
uctivity, unique plant communities, and preferential use by 
ild life; some wild life even rely on these glades to meet criti-

al nutrient requirements.8-12 In turn, herbivores maintain the 
egetation and high nutrient status of glades through feed- 
acks with the plant community.7 , 13-15 In central Kenya, these 
reeless, highly productive “glades” can persist for at least 50 

ears in an apparently semipermanent, self-sustaining state.5 , 7 

his is a win-win—livestock management creates glades that 
upport both production and biodiversity. 

Given that, we should create glades everywhere, right? 
oma density is already increasing in East Africa, and maybe 

his is a good thing. The impact of a boma is known to extend
eyond the physical boundaries of the corral—in fact, bomas 
021 
ause changes at distances out to 100 or 150 meters (328 or
92 feet) from the corral edge.10-12 , 16 , 17 These edge effects in- 
lude more palatable and productive vegetation, unique plant 
pecies, and increased animal use, presumably resulting from 

ivestock use patterns (e.g., central place foraging during boma 
se) and subsequent wildlife foraging patterns. I expected that 
f two bomas were placed close together, they might generate 
n even larger area with the same ecosystem hotspot proper- 
ies as the glade itself.18 Thus, two bomas might merge to- 
ether to create a large super-glade. We did a bunch of re-
earch on this—both observational and manipulative stud- 
es where we put corrals at different distances apart. What 
e found was really surprising. Bomas that were very close 

ogether did in fact merge. However, bomas at intermediate 
istances had the opposite outcome. Areas in between these 
ites ended up becoming very bushy, with low nutrient quality 
nd undesirable plant species.16 , 19 This is likely because cat- 
le were foraging and trampling between the corral sites, but 
hey were not depositing enough nutrients from surrounding 

reas to convert these sites into productive glades. Thus, a few 

undred feet and a little less dung turned a win-win into a
radeoff. This experience taught me to be careful with extrap- 
lating results. Rather than assuming a given relationship will 
old, we need to work hard to understand the complicated 

elationships between herbivores and their environments. 

angeland science �= math 

This leads me into my second transformation, which was 
y realization that rangelands and rangeland ecology are 

ighly complex and context dependent. They do not operate 
he same way as mathematics. I like to think about grasslands 
s tiny forests. Just because the plants are short does not mean
hey are homogenous. Grasslands have diverse canopies with 

ultiple layers and functions ( Figure 2 ). They create habitat 
or many different species. And these tiny forests are incred- 
bly dynamic in space and time. Working in rangelands, we 
annot assume that A + B will equal C all the time, or in ev-
ry place. Many of our experiences as rangeland managers and 

cientists support this idea. We know that what works in one 
lace might not work in another place, and what worked in a
et year might not work in a dry year. We know the answer

s usually “it depends.”
Yet, even as we understand at some level the importance of 

ontext, rangeland science seems to be obsessed with assert- 
ng that a given management strategy or a given ecological re- 
ationship should operate the same way across vast swaths of 
ime and space. We keep searching for and being very tempted 

y the idea of “one size fits all.” I have heard various assertions
hat if everyone would just manage or graze a certain way, all
ould be right with the world. But if we know there are no

ilver bullets, why do we keep searching for them? Here are 
 couple examples that have convinced me of the immense 
omplexity and context-dependence of disturbance processes 
n rangelands. 
143 



Figure 1. In central Kenya, traditional thorn fence cattle corrals, or “bomas,” are used to hold and protect livestock overnight (top). After abandonment, 
these nutrient-rich sites develop into productive, treeless “glades” that attract wildlife (bottom). Photo courtesy of Kari E. Veblen (top) and Alison K. 
Brody (bottom). Adapted from Veblen et al. 66 
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One issue I have been working on is the relationship be-
ween fire and cheatgrass ( Bromus tectorum L.) invasion. In
he Intermountain West, invasive annual grasses increase fuel
oads and fuel continuity, ultimately increasing the likelihood
f fire ignition and spread in ecosystems where wildfires were
istorically localized or infrequent.20 After fire, cover and
ensity of cheatgrass typically increases, creating a positive
eedback cycle that has caused widespread ecosystem conver-
ions from perennial shrublands to non-native annual grass-
ands across hundreds of thousands of square kilometers in the
44 
estern United States.21 Impacts of invasion include reduced
lant diversity, degraded wildlife habitat, lost livestock pro-
uctivity, altered carbon and nitrogen cycling, and increased
osts associated with fighting fires and rehabilitating invaded
reas.22-25 

I had done some work on the fire-invasion feedback cy-
le in the Great Basin, and when I moved out to the west-
rn Great Plains, I wondered if cheatgrass played the same
ame in this region, which has a different climate and a dif-
erent history of fire and grazing. While cheatgrass has been
Rangelands 



Figure. 2. Grasslands are tiny forests. Photo courtesy of Mary Ashby. 
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tudied intensively in the Intermountain West, much less is 
nown about its invasion east of the Rocky Mountains.26 Sev- 
ral studies have reported that prescribed fires in the Great 
lains can actually reduce annual brome cover,27-30 though 

ittle work had focused on the effects of wildfire, and most 
xisting studies had lumped cheatgrass together with other 
rome species. 

I started working in the Thunder Basin region of north- 
ast Wyoming, which is an ecotone, or boundary zone, be- 
ween sagebrush steppe and Great Plains grassland ecosys- 
ems. This region is very diverse, supporting a broad array of 
lant and animal species, as well as rangeland agriculture and 

nergy development. Ecotones like Thunder Basin tend to be 
ensitive to environmental change, and they can respond to 

isturbances in surprising ways.31 , 32 My collaborators and I 
sked how fire impacted cheatgrass in this ecotone, both with 

n observational study and, more recently, with experimen- 
al manipulations. We found that historical wildfires had very 
ittle effect on cheatgrass—if anything, cheatgrass cover was 
lightly lower in burned areas than unburned areas.33 So far,
ur manipulative experiment also supports this result.34 Why 
oes cheatgrass apparently behave differently in the Great 
lains than in the Intermountain West? It makes sense if we 

hink about spatial context. In the Great Plains, more summer 
recipitation may favor native perennials over winter annuals 

ike cheatgrass, and native plants in the Great Plains have a 
onger evolutionar y histor y of high levels of disturbance by 
oth large ungulate herbivores and fire, so they are more toler- 
nt of these disturbances.35 , 36 Thus, the relationship between 

heatgrass and fire hinges on spatial context. 
The story gets even more complicated if we add grazing 

nto the mix. In my own research, I have found evidence that 
ivestock grazing can promote invasion and it can prevent in- 
021 
asion. It can enhance and reduce forage production. It can 

nhance and reduce plant diversity. It can improve or degrade 
abitat quality for wildlife. Different types of grazing at the 
ame site can produce identical outcomes or divergent out- 
omes. The same type of grazing applied in different places 
r at different times of year can generate very different out- 
omes. 

I am not saying we know nothing. Amid all this complex- 
ty, we have managed to figure some things out. For example,
e know that stocking rate is an important driver of many 
utcomes across many contexts.37 Rangeland managers and 

cientists also know a lot about how to sustainably produce 
ivestock under wildly variable conditions.38 What I am say- 
ng is that maybe we need to focus less on what works every-
here, and more on why certain things work in certain places,
r for certain objectives. We also need to embrace the idea
hat there are likely multiple ways to apply grazing manage- 
ent to achieve a given objective. In other words, we may want

o spend less time searching for general rules and more time 
mbracing and exploring the complexity within rangeland sci- 
nce. 

For example, returning to cheatgrass, there is a lot of con- 
roversy around relationships between grazing and cheatgrass.
 history of heavy grazing has been widely implicated in the 

pread of cheatgrass across the American West.39 We also 

ave current examples where heavy or in some cases even 

oderate grazing has been linked to invasion in the Inter- 
ountain West.40-42 We have work explaining how this can 

appen via impacts on biocrusts or perennial plants.40 , 41 , 43 , 44 

e also have examples from the same part of the world where
oderate grazing enhanced plant community resistance to 

ildfire or post-fire invasion.45 , 46 In the western Great Plains,
e have evidence from multiple studies that some level of 
145 
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razing may be necessary to resist the invasion of cheatgrass
nd other weedy plants.47 , 48 In northeast Wyoming, for exam-
le, exclosures that have been keeping livestock out for over
0 years have three times as much cheatgrass as areas exposed
o moderate grazing, and these long-term exclosures also have
ignificantly fewer native plant species.49 In northern Arizona,
oth heavy grazing and a lack of grazing were associated with
ore cheatgrass than moderate grazing.50 And finally, recent
ork shows that it may be possible to use livestock grazing to

pecifically target cheatgrass. Managers may be able to graze
t times of the year when cheatgrass is more palatable or more
ulnerable than other desirable plants.51 , 52 Alternatively, they
an graze to reduce fuel loads, which can reduce wildfire risk
r severity,53-56 though grazing may have minimal influence
hen fire weather becomes extreme.57 This new work on tar-
eted grazing emphasizes that grazing can have dramatically
ifferent effects depending on when and how it is applied.58 , 59 

So what do we do with all this complexity in our sci-
nce and our management? One role of rangeland science
s to identify signals that cut through the noise—to look for
eneral trends and recommendations that produce consistent
utcomes and are applicable across many contexts. We cannot
ecome paral y z ed by complexit y, or we will never be able to
rovide managers with actionable recommendations. At the
ame time, we cannot ignore complexity or conflicting find-
ngs; rather, I would argue that we need to be particularly at-
entive to the complexities inherent in our work. In cases when
esults do not match expectations, a common tendency is to
hallenge. Oh, they ignored this or that in the study. Oh, it
as a dry year; it was a wet year; it was an ecotone. Oh, this

esult was confounded because of XYZ. All of that may be
rue, but I would argue there is probably a lot of useful infor-
ation in every rangeland study or management trial, even

nd perhaps especially those conducted differently, or during
 very wet or dry year. Rangeland science is still a young dis-
ipline, but we have enough information now that we can and
hould expand our efforts to synthesize across studies. Rather
han writing off findings that do not fit our current worldview,
e should challenge ourselves to broaden our views in ways

hat reconcile multiple findings, or multiple truths. This type
f inclusive approach may allow us to unravel and understand
omplexities, and ultimately provide more useful and targeted
anagement recommendations. 

umble science 

This leads me directly to my third topic, which has to do
ith collaborative research. I was hired by the USDA-ARS

n 2013 to build a collaborative research program in northeast
yoming. These next lessons are summarized from a talk I

o-presented in 2019 at the Ecological S ociet y of America
nnual meeting with my main collaborator from that region,
avid Pellatz, who is the executive director of the Thunder
asin Grasslands Prairie Ecosystem Association and whose

amily has been ranching in the Thunder Basin ecoregion for
enerations. We wanted to share a little bit about the process
46 
e went through to build a collaborative research program.
irst, like many others, we have found that there are impor-
ant benefits to collaborative research approaches.60 In partic-
lar, more perspectives usually foster more creative solutions
o complex problems, and these solutions also tend to have
reater relevance to stakeholders and buy-in from stakehold-
rs. The potential for real-world impact is very high. 

However, there are also some substantial challenges associ-
ted with collaborative research. For example, there are trade-
ffs between learning and doing. Scientists are looking for a
ignal in the noise. This is why we are so stubborn about do-
ng things the same way at every site, about randomizing and
eplicating. But managers are dealing with the noise. They are
rying to work through the peculiarities of each individual sit-
ation or site to get to a good outcome on the ground. Due
o this tradeoff, translating real-world problems into high-
uality research projects can be very difficult. The stakehold-
rs I work with have learned that research is incredibly slow,
ostly, and piecemeal. On the scientist side, we have learned
hat doing stakeholder-driven work can sometimes mean our
cientific contributions are more incremental or regional. For
xample, it may be important to determine if a result that has
een found elsewhere is also found here. 

Dave and I also identified a couple of dangers to avoid
hen working to build a collaborative program. One big
anger is the fact that different stakeholder groups may as-
ume research results will support their management or pol-
c y agenda. S cientists need to be clear up front that results are
nknown, and there are strict ethical standards surrounding
ata, research, and publication. It is also important to be clear
p front that in rangeland systems, a scientific study is not
ikely to generate the final, complete answer to a real-world
roblem on the first try. The typical answer is “it depends.”

What has worked for us? First, being bidirectional and col-
aborating at all stages of research, not just at the end or the
eginning. Along these lines, one thing we try to do is contin-
ally work with stakeholders to interpret research results and
valuate them against local knowledge. I am going to give you
 short example here. From 2015 to 2017, we took a bunch of
ata on how black-tailed prairie dogs ( Cynomys ludovicianus )

mpacted plant biomass in the Thunder Basin ecoregion. Be-
ause prairie dogs eat plants and we know they compete with
attle for forage,61-64 we expected to find less biomass inside
rairie dog colonies than outside of the colonies. However, we
ound no significant effect of prairie dog presence on overall
iomass in any of those years.65 This was pretty curious, but
 tended to trust the data, particularly because the years in-
luded a dry year, an average year, and a wet year. I took these
esults back to the local stakeholders and they were…uncon-
inced. They provided some good feedback, and my collab-
rators and I turned around and tried to dig deeper into the
ata, and we also collected more data from more sites. The
rst thing we noticed was that the effect of prairie dogs on
iomass appeared to depend on spring precipitation. Prairie
ogs dramatically reduced biomass in sites or years with dry
prings, and actually increased biomass in sites or years with
et springs.65 That risk of very low forage in dry years could
Rangelands 



Figure 3. In Northeast Wyoming, prairie dogs did not significantly affect total vegetation biomass (top left) but reduced grass biomass (bottom left) 
and increased short-lived forb biomass (right), thus reducing forage availability. Adapted from Connell et al. 65 and Duchardt et al. 67 
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e really important for producers, even if total biomass is not 
hat different on average, across years. We also looked at the 
ata by functional group and realized that species composi- 
ion was markedly different bet ween colonies and noncolony 
ocations. Colonies had much less grass biomass, and much 

ore biomass of short-lived forbs ( Figure 3 ). These short- 
ived plants may be somewhat useful to livestock early in the 
eason, but they are a very ephemeral forage resource. The dif- 
erence in composition may mean that forage on colonies is 
specially limiting during the dormant season, when the an- 
uals have all disappeared and when we researchers are not 
sually out there measuring. 

So where does this leave us? It leaves us in a place 
here multiple truths were reconciled through collaboration 

 Figure 4 ). Yes, on average, total biomass did not differ be-
ween colonies and noncolony locations. At the same time,
olonies create a big risk of forage limitation, both in dry years 
nd during the dormant season. I probably would not have 
ug deeper into this issue if I had not been working closely 
021 
ith people in the region who pushed me to find ways of
uilding on the initial study. 

To do this type of collaborative research, the collabora- 
ion also needs to be adaptive, local, and sustained. As the 
eal-world problems change, the focus of the research also 

eeds to shift. Researchers need to build ties and commitment 
o place and understand how different stakeholders relate to 

lace. And both scientists and stakeholders need to be ready to 

ommit huge amounts of time and money to the collaborative 
rocess. 

The prairie dog and biomass story emphasizes that on 

ost topics, the community of ranchers, agencies, and conser- 
ation groups out there in northeast Wyoming do not actually 
eed me to figure out how things work so they can manage
etter. One role of rangeland science may be to quantify and 

resent to the outside world the things people on the ground 

lready know. Along the way, we may come up with some sur-
rising insights or new win-win opportunities. But I think 

esearchers and others probably focus far too much attention 
147 



Figure 4. Rather than contesting different results or arguing about the primacy of different knowledges, it may be more worthwhile to work toward 
reconciling multiple truths. 
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n telling people how to manage and on “changing hearts and
inds.” In my experience, telling people (either researchers or
anagers) they are doing things wrong is not typically a good

trategy. What if we instead focused all that energy on lis-
ening to each other, understanding complexity, and reconcil-
ng multiple truths? It is possible we are all partly or mostly
ight, and we just need to figure out why and how, and in
hat contexts. The process of figuring this out may also al-

ow us to move past conflict, understand the crux of the prob-
em better, and begin moving toward actionable management
olutions. 

I want to come back now to the idea of humility, because
his third transformation I went through was a shift in the
dea of how I personally want to make change. We need sci-
ntists working across systems and at the global scale, iden-
ifying the threads that hold across space and time. But I am
ealizing that might not be the only way, or my favorite role. I
m now more interested in digging into the complexities and
ommunities associated with specific places. I want to really
nderstand them and hopefully find some win-win opportu-
ities, or at least quantify some tradeoffs, for the stakeholders,

ivestock, and wildlife that live in or care about those places.
here is a lot of value in doing research in a way that fo-

uses on really listening to and respecting multiple perspec-
ives so that the results we produce not only qualify as facts,
ut also as truths that many people can buy into and get
ehind. In the end, I hope this approach might help to re-
uce polarization in our society, especially surrounding the
ole of science. And maybe such an approach will also help
ll the world’s plants, animals, and people survive and thrive
ogether. 
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